DOCUMENTATION FOR COMMITTEE II

The documents pertaining to the work of Committee II will be distributed in a limited number of copies to delegations present in Conference Room XI. No further distribution will be made to governments apart from that made in the conference room. The final report of the Committee will be given a full distribution at a later date.

1. The following documents have been distributed in advance of the meeting:

L/939 containing the terms of reference of the Committee
COM.II/1 which is the basic document suggesting the outline to be followed for the country papers
COM.II/2(a) which is the country paper on Austria

2. The following documents are contained in envelopes which have been given today to delegations present:

COM.II/2(b) - country paper on Luxemburg
COM.II/3 - a memorandum by Norway

as well as the following unrevised papers pertaining to:

Brazil
Ceylon
Chile
Greece
India
Japan
Pakistan
Turkey

These drafts were prepared later and necessarily the final revisions will be issued as soon as the above countries are able to provide the secretariat with their comments.

3. Revisions have been received thus far from the following countries, and the papers will be distributed this week:

Denmark
Finland
Kingdom of the Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

4. The secretariat expects to receive revisions from the following countries for which final papers will be issued later:

Belgium
Canada
Federal Republic of Germany
France
Italy
United States of America
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